Abstract: Possible consequences of the production of small black holes at the LHC for different scenarios with large extra dimensions are investigated. The effects from black hole production on some standard jet observables are examined, concentrating on the reduction of the QCD cross section. It is found that black hole production of partons interacting on a short enough distance indeed seem to generate a drastic drop in the QCD cross section. However from an experimental point of view this will in most cases be camouflaged by energetic radiation from the black holes.
Introduction
Since the theory of Large Extra Dimensions by Arkani-Hamed Dvali and Dimopoulos (ADD) first saw light in 1998 [1] there has been much discussion in the literature about the prospect for observing these large extra dimensions in colliders (see e.g. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] ). In particular the signal of small black holes which can be produced if the Planck scale, M P , is of order TeV has been discussed. However, there is another characteristic of black hole events; the signal of no signal. That such possibilities could exist has also previously been suggested by [10, 11] . If we e.g. consider the dijet cross section as a function of invariant mass, √ŝ , then for some large invariant mass, the partons which otherwise would have undergone a QCD scattering may instead be trapped in a black hole which would lead to a falling dijet cross section as a function of invariant mass.
This argument is clearly oversimplified. Requiring a largeŝ ensures a small extension of the interaction in beam direction. However, to form a black hole the energy has to be well confined also in transverse direction. The absolute range of a QCD interaction is set by the virtuality of the propagator, Q 2 . This sets the timescale of the fluctuation and we therefore expect that interactions with a large enough virtuality takes place over a small enough space such that it is really possible to form a black hole, at least if the mass is high enough to avoid uncertainties due to quantum gravity. Hence, the dijet cross section would only fall off for high enough E ⊥ of the jets. Of course, some of the produced black holes may themselves decay into hard partons, filling up the jet spectrum at high masses and E ⊥ , but we expect that spectra to look quite different from standard QCD.
For energies much larger than the Planck scale, corresponding to a Compton wavelength much smaller than the Schwarzschild radius of a black hole with that energy, we expect classical gravity to give the correct result, and a produced black hole would evaporate by emitting particles with the thermal spectra from Hawking radiation. The problem is that in colliders we would first probe the Planck scale region where quantum gravitational effects should come into play.
Approaching the Planck scale from below, where gravity starts to become important, but still is not strong enough to trap partons in black holes, we would expect gravitational scattering, to leading order simply 2 → 2 partonic scatterings [12] [13] [14] . As the energy increases, the gravitational scattering would transform into small black hole events. On the other hand approaching from above using the approximation of Hawking radiation we would expect the black holes to decay to a few particles.
In this transition region we are sensitive to unknown quantum gravity effects, but from general continuity arguments we would expect the black holes to decay into a small number of particles, preferably two. Then as the energy increases we expect the black holes to emit more and more particles looking more and classical and, in the end for M ≫ M P , we would expect the thermal spectra from Hawking radiation.
Hence, in searching for a drop in the cross section, a more complicated jet spectra will appear with increasing E T scales. First there will be an increase of the cross section due to gravitational interactions. Then, as black holes begin to form, they are expected to decay to relatively few particles which will sometimes be identified as jets, resulting in an increase of the cross section. At high enough jet scales, however, we expect the jet cross section to completely die out, since the QCD component of the hard scattering will disappear and the black hole decay products will be softer as the black hole masses increase.
From the point of view of searching for large extra dimensions it is, of course, the increased cross section which will be easiest to see, already at scales much below where black holes are formed. But an increase in the jet cross section could be attributed to many different kinds of new physics, while the disappearance of Standard Model cross sections is not normally expected from new physics processes.
So, while the above mentioned effects (gravitational scattering and black hole decay products) are well worth looking for, we will devote this paper to the black hole 'eating' of the QCD cross section, and we will do this by using phenomenological event generator models. We intend to get back to the other issues in future publications.
I this paper we start with a brief review of the ADD and the, somewhat different, Randall-Sundrum (RS) [15] extra-dimension scenarios in section 2. The model for generating and decaying black holes is described in section 3, while the many theoretical uncertainties are discussed in section 4. In section 5 we present and comment on our results and in section 6 we make the concluding remarks and suggest further studies.
Models of large extra dimensions

Basics of ADD
The aim of the Arkani-Hamed Dvali and Dimopoulos (ADD) model [1] is to solve the hierarchy problem of the differences in scale between the electro-weak scale, 100 -1000 GeV, and the scale where gravitation becomes important, 10 19 GeV. This is done by introducing large extra dimensions with some compactification radius, R. Although the compactification radius is typically taken to be the same in all extra dimensions it could in principle vary. For distances much smaller than the size of the extra dimensions (here assumed to be the same) we will then have a Newton's law of the form [1] 
where n is the number of extra dimensions and M P the fundamental n + 4 dimensional Planck mass. On the hand, for r ≫ R gravity has expanded to the full volume of the extra dimensions and we get [1]
But this must equal to Newton's law in 3+1 dimensions so we conclude that the observed four dimensional Planck mass M P4 is (up to small volume factors)
This explains how we could have a fundamental Planck scale almost at the electroweak scale but an observed Planck scale at 10 19 GeV. Requiring that the fundamental Planck scale is the same as the electroweak scale, ∼ TeV, gives a compactification radius of the solar system for one extra dimension. This is trivially excluded from observations. Two extra dimensions gives R ∼ mm, which is indirectly excluded from various cosmological and astrophysical constraints. The same holds for R ∼ nm, corresponding to three extra dimensions. However for four or more extra dimensions it is still possible to have a fundamental Planck scale at the order of a TeV (A more complete listing is given in e.g. [5] ).
Since the black holes considered here are well within the range r ≪ R, the Schwarzschild radius can be calculated analogous to the 3+1 dimensional case. The result is [16] 
where Γ is the Euler gamma function.
The temperature is given by [16] 
This means that more massive holes are colder. The mass dependence is however much weaker than in 4 dimensions since the radius changes less with mass. The dependence on the number of extra dimensions is dominated by the factor n + 1 in the numerator. Hence black holes in many dimensions are hotter.
Basics of RS
A somewhat different model was introduced one year after the ADD-model by Randall and Sundrum [15] . In the Randall-Sundrum model, RS, which has only one extra dimension, the metric doesn't factorize. Instead the 4 dimensional metric is multiplied by a "warp" factor which depends on the coordinate, y ∈ [−π, π], in the fifth dimension.
In the above expression η ij is our normal (flat) four dimensional metric with indices running from 0 to 3 and l is the radius in the anti-de Sitter space. By taking the warp factor to be an exponent, and by assuming the gauge fields (and hence us) to live in the most shrinked slice, y = π, of the five dimensional world, a large hierarchy can be accomplished by letting gravity propagate in the full space. If, as discussed in [17, 18] , no black holes, but instead a naked singularity is produced in the Randall-Sundrum scenario, the naked singularity would evaporate as gravitational radiation into the bulk (where it is naked) at the Planck time scale. As this radiation is not detected it would appear as missing energy.
On the other hand, if a black hole is formed, but is stable on collider time scales as argued in [19] , the hole could (if gauge charged) be detected. It is, however, unlikely that this would affect the signals studied here, and we have chosen to ignore this effect.
If a RS black hole is sufficiently small, such that it is not affected by the bulk curvature, the radius is still given by eq. (2.4) [20] . Hence, in either of the above mentioned cases for black holes/naked singularities in the Randall-Sundrum scenario, there will be no Hawking radiation which populates the spectra, but it would produce a drop in total cross section due to the disappearance of QCD-cross section. Furthermore the cross section would be the same as in the ADD scenario with one extra dimension for small enough black holes [20] .
Black hole production and decay
To study the effect on QCD-jets on LHC we have used PYTHIA [21] to generate the QCD events. To lowest order we here have two partons with energy fractions, x 1 and x 2 , and an invariant mass,ŝ = x 1 x 2 s, which scatter and give rise to two outgoing partons with transverse momenta, p ⊥ ≈ Q 2 . For this process to be trapped in a black hole, we require the whole process to be located within the Schwarzschild radius, r Sch (ŝ). Looking at the momenta of the incoming partons in their combined rest frame we must require that their wavelength, λ l ∝ 2/ √ŝ , is less than r Sch . The corresponding requirement in the transverse direction gives the requirement:
Of course, it is questionable if these requirements are enough, maybe the wavelengths should be much smaller than r Sch . In any case it is reasonable to introduce a parameter, and we will require λ < r Sch /P , where we use P = 1 as a standard value. From the longitudinal requirement we then get a minimum mass of a black hole from
We then get a cutoff in the standard QCD cross section, given by the following stepfunctions (which in general could be replaced by more smooth suppression functions):
where the sum runs over all parton types.
Instead of the QCD process we will get black holes with the cross section
where Q = P/r Sch (ŝ). The partonic cross section is simply given byσ = πr 2 Sch , but also here one could imagine a smooth transition and a factor in front (see section 4.2 below).
CHARYBDIS
We here describe the most important properties of the black hole event generator CHARYBDIS, which we have used to generate black holes and their decays. The complete references are [4, 22] .
In CHARYBDIS two partons create a black hole according to (3.3) 1 , which then decays by Hawking radiation. The procedure of the decay is such that momentum, charge, color and baryon numbers are conserved. The decay products are chosen democratically among the standard model particles according to their degrees of freedom (color and spin). The energy of an emitted particle is taken from a Planck spectra modified with the gray-body factor of the particle. The temperature is given by eq. (2.5) where the black hole mass by default is taken to be the remaining mass of the hole, but this may be modified such that the initial temperature is kept throughout the evaporation. The motivation for keeping the initial temperature could be that is is anyhow dubious to treat the black hole as a thermalized object considering the speed of the decay [6] .
One problem is that even if a black hole would be created well above the Planck scale, i.e. well within the classical regime, it would evaporate and eventually reach the Planck scale. And, although we do not know what physics looks like at the Planck scale, there must be a way of terminating the decay.
1 By default the scale Q 2 is taken to beŝ in CHARYBDIS, but we have used the option with Q 2 = 1/r 2 Sch [10] , since this gives a more continuous transition from eq. (3.2).
The CHARYBDIS method for this is to have a free parameter, set by the user, which gives the number of particles the hole decays to in the end, where the end can be defined either as when the black hole reaches the Planck mass, or -if it happens before -when one of the emitted particles happens to get a momentum so large that energy and momentum conservation would be violated for a two body decay.
Uncertainties
First of all it should be pointed out that the major lack in our description is the absence of a theory for quantum gravity. As we do not know what physics we will encounter at the Planck scale it is impossible to make an error estimate in the traditional sense. However we may still discuss which uncertainties will effect our results. Roughly these can be classified in three groups. The first concerns non black hole gravitational events, the second the production of black holes, and the third deals with the decay of the black holes.
Non black hole gravitational events
As mentioned in the introduction it is highly unlikely that black holes is the major gravitational effect. In the ADD scenario the amplitude for perturbative scattering is calculated in [12] and the dijet cross section is spelled out (using the Planck scale as cut of for the Kaluza Klein modes) in e.g. [13] . While the effect on jet production from gravitational scattering is large, it has the disadvantage of depending on a free parameter for the cutoff. Furthermore, as it is a perturbative expansion it cannot be applied close in the Planck region. This means that when searching for the signal of a disappearing QCD cross section, we have to do that in a spectra which is already modified by gravitational scattering in a basically unknown way. In this paper we will not further investigate this issue, and these processes are not included in the simulation. Although it should have a large effect on the cross section close to the Planck scale, we will here mostly be concerned with the behavior well beyond this scale.
The formation of a black hole
There are several unresolved issues concerning the formation of mini black holes. Firstly there is an uncertainty already at the classical level. The naive formula is σ(M BH ) = πr 2 Sch . Classical numerical simulations indicates that this value should be multiplied by a factor ∼ 0.7 − 3, increasing with the number of extra dimensions [23, 24] . (For a discussion about the effects of quantum fluctuations based on wave packages, see [25, 26] .) During the formation some energy may be lost as gravitational energy reducing the remaining mass for Hawking radiation [24, 27] .
Secondly the factorization of the parton level cross section can be questioned since the process is inherently non-perturbative [3] .
Another fundamental issue concerns the onset of black hole production. One may argue that no black holes should be formed below roughly the Planck scale since this is (approximately) the mass scale where the Compton wave length equals the black hole radius. This is the view point taken in eq. (3.1). Combining eq. (3.1) and eq. (2.4) we get the following relation for M min
We have used P = 1 as a standard value in this paper. Numerically the value of M min is then approximately twice the Planck mass.
As for Q 2 , used in the parton distribution functions when generating the black holes, we like to use the same constant in the inverse relation between length and mass as in eq. (3.1) and this is what gave us Q = P/r Sch . While, in principle, the scale in the parton distribution functions and the minimal mass could be varied independently we have chosen not to.
One could also think of more sophisticated ways, where the nature of the force is taken into account, of relating the 'interaction distance' to momentum but that is beyond the scope of this article.
The decay of a black hole
It is common to divide the decay of a mini black hole into 3 different phases. In the first the asymmetry of the black hole, due to energy momentum and gauge charge distribution, is lost. This is therefore referred to as the "balding phase", and it cannot be incorporated into CHARYBDIS as the spectra of this phase is not known. Furthermore, gravitational radiation can be emitted on the brane. As this radiation is not detected it will appear as a missing energy. This radiation has also not been included in CHARYBDIS, where black holes decay only into standard model particles.
The second phase is the Hawking evaporation phase. This is the phase most accurately described by CHARYBDIS. However there are still a few discrepancies. One is that CHARYBDIS uses the spectra of a non-rotating Schwarzschild black hole, while the differential cross section would favor a Kerr hole with large angular momentum, see e.g. [10] . A rotating black hole may emit a significant part of the total radiation into the bulk [28] [29] [30] [31] . There is not yet a consensus in the literature about how much is emitted into the bulk, but it is not inconceivable that it is as much as 50%. As large impact parameters are favored this may significantly diminish the observed radiation. Also, it may be possible for the black hole to recoil off the brane, emitting further Hawking radiation in the bulk [32, 33] .
In principle the gauge charges of the black holes should also be taken into account. In the case of no extra dimensions and larger black holes (M BH ≫ M P ) the suppression of charged particles due to the electrostatic potential is argued to be a small effect of a few per cent [34] . But since QCD is a significantly stronger force, and since the black holes considered here are small, the effect of QCD may be sizable. Again this is not properly included in CHARYBDIS. There is, however, effectively a bias for events with few charges since charge is conserved, implying that more events with large charge emission are thrown away.
It can also be questioned if it is correct to treat these mini black holes as thermalized considering their rapid decay [6] 2 . From the point of view of this study a varying temperature is however the most conservative choice since a hotter (thermalized) hole gives fewer decay products and hence is more difficult to distinguish from the QCD dijet background. We hence chose a time varying temperature. An example of the difference between a varying and a non varying temperature can be found in [3] .
Furthermore, it has been argued that the rapid decay may lead to the black hole becoming surrounded by a chromosphere of soft partons which could suppress emission of hard partons [35] . Such effects are not included in CHARYBDIS and, again, our results will be on the conservative side w.r.t. the disappearance of hard jets.
In the final phase the black hole will disappear. Even if a black hole is produced well above the Planck scale it will evaporate and eventually enter the Planck region. As previously mentioned, the CHARYBDIS treatment of this problem is to let the user chose the number of particles to which the black hole should decay in the end. For this study we have consistently used 2, partly because this gives the most continuous transition from a non black hole gravitational event, and partly since it is the most conservative assumption as it gives the largest number of very energetic particles. For the same reasons we have chosen to define the "end" of the evaporation as whatever happens first of the black hole reaching the Planck mass, or a decay product having a forbidden momentum as explained in section 3.1.
In total, the "mistreatment" by effectively using (Schwarzschild black hole) Hawking radiation for all phases, terminated by a two-particle decay, will lead to a maximum radiation of standard model particles and to a harder spectrum than if additional effects are taken into account. The simulation is therefore based on conservative assumptions wrt. searching for the disappearance of standard QCD jet production.
Results
To investigate possible effects of black-hole production on standard QCD observables, we have used the PYTHIA event generator (version 6.227) [21] for the standard QCD processes together with the CHARYBDIS program [4] for the production of black holes and their decays. We have studied predictions for the E ⊥ spectrum of jets and the dijet invariant mass spectrum at the LHC using a cone algorithm with a cone radius of 0.7 and a minimum E ⊥ of 250 GeV assuming a calorimeter with 0.1 × 0.1 resolution in the pseudo rapidity interval |η| < 2.5.
PYTHIA was set to generate standard QCD events using CTEQ5L parton distributions [36] , but for the extra dimensions scenarios, the differential cross section was cutoff according to eq. (3.2).
Black holes were produced according to eq. scale in the parton distribution functions, the varying Planck mass, minimal mass, number of extra dimensions and the decision of when to terminate the decay, the default settings of CHARYBDIS were used. In figure 1 the differential jet cross section is shown as a function of the transverse energy of the hardest jet, and the dijet cross section as a function of dijet invariant mass for the two hardest jets, for two, four and six extra dimensions (ADD), M P = 1 TeV and P = 1 (corresponding to M min = 2.24 TeV). Studying the case of two extra dimensions we find that, although the main effect is an increase in cross section due to the production of black holes in the regions just above the Planck mass, the spectra do indeed fall below the standard model spectra for very large E ⊥ and invariant masses. The effect should be clearly visible at the LHC where we would e.g. expect over a hundred events with M jj above 8.5 TeV with an integrated luminosity of 100 fb −1 (corresponding to one year of running at 10 34 cm −2 s −1 ) for standard QCD, while with black hole production there would be basically none. In the E ⊥ spectrum the effect would be harder to see, and only a couple events expected above 4 TeV from standard QCD would disappear in a n = 2 ADD scenario.
However, two extra dimensions is excluded from observations, and if we increase the number of extra dimensions the temperature rises according to eq. (2.5). As seen in figure 1 this results in a drastic increase in the number of hard jets, making it seem rather unlikely that we will observe the QCD drop at LHC without further efforts to distinguish QCD and black hole jets. But in principle it is an enormous effect. This can be illustrated by plotting the ratio of QCD events in an ADD world, with e.g. 4 extra dimensions, and QCD events in a four dimensional standard model world. This is shown in figure 2 .
The QCD drop can also be clarified by decomposing the contribution to the cross section of standard events and black hole decay products as in figure 3 . As expected the 'shoulder' in the spectra is completely dominated by the black hole decay products. The drop in the QCD cross section is also seen, however, from an experimental point of view it is completely hidden behind the black hole decay products.
Eventually, for high enough energies the QCD drop must appear, since light black holes cannot decay to particles with energy greater than half the black hole mass, and heavier black holes typically will produce less energetic decay products as the temperature is lower.
However, as seen in figure 4 for a imagined 40 TeV pp-collider it turns out that the (large) probability for producing a heavy black hole, which then emits an unlikely heavy (Boltzmann suppressed) particle, dominates over the QCD cross section for rather large transverse energies and invariant dijet masses.
The effect of varying P , and hence also the minimal mass M min , is shown in figure 5 where P = 1 for M P = 1 TeV (giving M min = 2.24 TeV) is compared to P = 1/2 for M P = 2 TeV (M min = 2.51 TeV) and P = 1 for M P = 2 TeV (M min = 4.48 TeV). Comparing the lines which have the same M P but differ in P and M min we see that the extra black holes which are produced if M min is lowered, contribute to the low energy end of the spectrum despite the fact that they are hotter. This is because the emitted quantum must have an energy less than half the black hole energy. On the other hand, the high energy end of the spectra, where the total cross section eventually would fall below the standard model QCD cross section, is left more or less unaffected. This means that the choice of M min is not particularly important for determining the point where the cross section drop would be observed. Unfortunately this does not imply that it is insensitive to Planck scale physics as recoil effects on the black hole emitting the energetic quanta cannot be neglected.
An increased Planck mass results in a later onset of black hole production and therfore less particles in the low energy end of the black hole decay spectrum. On the other hand there are more particles in the high energy end as the temperature is increased according to eq. (2.5). For a higher Planck mass it would therfore, as expected, be more difficult to observe the QCD drop.
One could try to eliminate the extremely energetic black hole events with a thrust cut to regain the QCD drop, but it does not work particularly well since the rest of the black hole which emitted the energetic quanta will have a large momentum in opposite direction. The event will thus (from a clustering point of view) look like a dijet event.
Another option is to try a smaller cone radius. This has a significant effect in the case of 2 extra dimensions, making the drop clearly visible also in the E ⊥ -spectrum, but turns out to be less effective in the higher dimensional cases since the black holes there are hotter.
The overall impression for the ADD scenario is thus that it will be hard to observe the QCD drop without further efforts to discriminate between the QCD and black hole radiation. On the other hand we have made the case worse than it may be in several ways. We have ignored that some energy will be carried away by invisible gravitational radiation, thus reducing the observed background from black hole decay products, and we have maximized the number of energetic particles by choosing a varying temperature and a 2-body decay in the end of the evaporation. If the black holes do not decay on collider timescales, as may be the case in the Randall-Sundrum scenario, there is no radiation to camouflage the QCD cross section disappearance. Its disappearance may then be a key signal, as shown in figure 6.
Conclusion and outlook
We have seen that black hole production of partons interacting on a short enough distance indeed seem to generate a drastic drop in the QCD cross section at LHC. However if the created black holes decay on collider timescales as expected in the ADD scenario, this drop will (naively) be completely hidden by the black hole decay products even for rather large transverse energy/invariant dijet mass. On the other hand, if the black holes are stable on collider time scales there is no Hawking radiation to camouflage the QCD drop and the absence of QCD events may be a key signal.
The point where the extra-dimensional black hole plus standard model cross section falls below the four dimensional standard model cross section is sensitive to the number of extremely energetic quanta emitted by small black holes and this depends on physics in the Planck region. While we cannot exclude (due to the large theoretical uncertainties) that a drop below the standard model QCD-cross section will be observed at the LHC, it is unlikely (at least in this simple form) to be important for the identification of the ADD model. Inventing mores sophisticated methods for distinguishing the black hole jets from other jets may on the other hand be well worth the effort.
Finally we point out that it is, in a sense, unphysical to consider standard model and black hole events without taking gravitational, non black hole, events into account. Surely the gravitational events will play a major role close to the Planck mass. For scatterings with momentum transfer far above the plank mass we expect black hole events to dominate. We intend to further investigate the effect of gravitational interaction in future publications.
